I. **The Advice of Naomi** – vs. 1-5
   A. Naomi Pursues Rest For Ruth – vs. 1
   B. Naomi Perceives Where Boaz Is – vs. 2
   C. Naomi Proclaims What Ruth Is To Do – vs. 3-4
   D. Ruth Promises To Obey The Instructions – vs. 5

II. **The Approach of Ruth** – vs. 6-7
   A. Her Condescension – vs. 6a
   B. Her Compliance – vs. 6b
   C. Her Caution – vs. 7

III. **The Alarm of Boaz** – vs. 8-9a
   A. The Confusion He Depicted – vs. 8a
   B. The Companion He Discovered – vs. 8b
   C. The Confession He Demanded – vs. 9

IV. **The Appeal of Ruth** – vs. 9b
   A. Her Reverence
   B. Her Request
   C. Her Reasoning

V. **The Answer of Boaz** – vs. 10-13
   A. Boaz Compliments Ruth – vs. 10
   B. Boaz Consoles Ruth – vs. 11
   C. Boaz Has A Conflict – vs. 12
   D. Boaz Comforts Ruth – vs. 13
   E. Boaz Confirms His Promise – vs. 13

VI. **The Admonishment of Boaz** – vs. 14

VII. **The Abundance of Barley** – vs. 15-17
   A. The Amount Was Sizeable – vs. 15
   B. The Amount Was More Than Sufficient – vs. 15
   C. The Asking Of Naomi Is Significant – vs. 16
   D. The Assurance Signified Was Special – vs. 17

VIII. **The Affirmation of Naomi** – vs. 18
   A. To Tarry – vs. 18a
   B. To Trust – vs. 18b